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PRACTITIONER’S REPORT

Estimation of uncertainty in the
determination of nitrogen oxides emissions

Abstract This paper presents a
methodology for estimation of
uncertainty on a reference test
method for the determination of
nitrogen oxides concentration in
gaseous emissions from stationary
sources. As a first stage for
identification of uncertainty sources,
the test method is carefully reviewed
in detail. Afterwards, these sources
are quantified, bearing in mind its
partial uncertainty, allowing the
determination of the combined
uncertainty and, finally, the expanded
uncertainty. The calculation
procedure was implemented into an
excel calculation file. Using this file

Introduction
Estimation of uncertainty is, nowadays, a critical issue regarding the expression and reporting of experimental measurements. As a matter of fact, this subject is a mandatory
requirement for accredited laboratories, according to International Standard ISO 17025 [1].
As a commitment from several national accreditation
bodies exists, stating that the estimation and reporting of results measured by accredited testing laboratories should be
done on a routine basis from December 2005, this subject
is of paramount importance [2].
Therefore, accredited testing laboratories are currently
facing the need to estimate the uncertainty of the determination they perform [3], which is already a common
practice for accredited metrology laboratories.
In what concerns metrology laboratories, specific standards and test methods make uncertainty estimation easier
to perform, when compared to the measurements performed
by most testing laboratories.
The estimation of uncertainty in test methods used by
air quality laboratories is, somewhat, particularly difficult,

and considering several numerical
applications from real situations,
uncertainities around 15 mg/Nm3
over determined concentrations of
350 mg/Nm3 of NOx (expressed as
NO2 ) were obtained.
Keywords Uncertainty . Gaseous
effluents . Nitrogen oxides

as it involves not only a laboratory procedure but also a
sampling procedure [4].
This paper presents a methodology for estimation of uncertainty on a test method for the determination of nitrogen
oxides concentration in gaseous emissions from stationary
sources.
The significance of estimating uncertainty for stack
sampling test methods should be pointed out [5]. In fact,
the major objective of performing stack sampling tests is to
evaluate the compliance of emitting sources with national
and/or regional standards of performance for the industry
[6]. Other objectives are related with the need to supply
data for emission inventories and to declare the amount
of emissions of certain specific pollutants, subjected to
certain regulations, as it happens for carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases. It becomes evident that, for any
of these specific objectives, there is quite a clear need for
an increased accuracy of the measured pollutant concentrations [5]. Therefore, where accuracy is a critical issue,
uncertainty must be estimated and reported on a routine
basis [7].
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Fig. 1 Schematic of sampling
apparatus

Identification of uncertainty sources
Description of the sampling and analytical method
Prior to the estimation of uncertainty of any test method,
it becomes necessary to examine in detail each and every
method step and procedure, so that the sources of uncertainty can be duly identified [8]. Even if, at a later stage,
one come to the conclusion that not every previously identified uncertainty source can be effectively quantified, it
is recommended [9] to identify any and every sources of
uncertainty.
The method under study [10] is a manual method, widely
tested, being used currently as a reference method for stack
sampling. According to this method, a grab sample is collected in an evacuated glass flask containing a dilute sulphuric acid–hydrogen peroxide absorbing solution, and the
nitrogen oxides, except nitrous oxide, are measured colorimetrically, between 410 and 415 nm, using the phenoldisulphonic acid (PDS) procedure. The concentration
of nitrogen oxides is expressed as nitrogen dioxide.
The method was developed for sampling concentrations
of nitrogen oxides ranging from 2 to 400 mg in the
collected samples. A schematic of the sampling equipment is presented in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the actual
sampling equipment. The sampling equipment consists of:

Fig. 2 Aspect of sampling equipment

(i) a borosilicate glass tubing probe, which is equipped
with an in-stack glass wool filter to remove particulate
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Fig. 3 Worksheet 1 of 9 for
calculation of uncertainty in
Excel file

matter. This probe is inserted in a central point of the
stack,
a collection borosilicate glass flask, around 2 l in capacity, with short neck and a taper opening, protecting
against implosion or breakage,
a temperature gauge, dial-type thermometer, capable
of measuring 1 K in intervals from 268 to 323 K,
a vacuum line consisting of a tube capable of withstanding a vacuum of 75 mm Hg, with a T-connection
and a T-bore stopcock,
a vacuum gauge, U-tube manometer, capable of measuring pressure to within 2.5 mm Hg,
a vacuum pump, capable of evacuating the collection
flask to a pressure equal to or less than 75 mm Hg,
a squeeze bulb, one way.

sures in the flask and sampling line are equal. This will
usually require about 15 s. After collecting the sample,
the flask valve is turned to its purge position and the flask
is disconnected from the sampling train. The pressure inside the flask as well as its temperature are measured and
recorded before and after the sampling. The flask is then
shaken for at least 5 min, and then left still for a minimum of
16 h.
Afterwards, sample recovery takes place, the flask is
rinsed with water and the pH is adjusted to between 9 and
12 by adding a solution of sodium hydroxide. The sample is
collected in a glass bottle, sealed and then taken to the laboratory. The sampling equipment is complemented by the
laboratory equipment, needed to perform the subsequent
determinations, as follows:

The volume of the collection flask and valve must be
known prior to sampling. The procedure starts with the introduction, using a pipette, of 25 ml of absorbing solution
into the sample flask. Then, the sampling train is assembled, purged and a leak test is performed. After that the
pump is turned on, pressurizing the collection flask. Then
the flask valve is turned to the sampling position which
permits the gas, from the stack, to enter the flask until pres-

(i) a volumetric pipette, 25 ml, to transfer the absorbing
solution to the collection flask,
(ii) volumetric pipettes, for preparing samples and standards,
(iii) volumetric flasks, for preparing samples and standards,
(iv) a spectrophotometer, to measure in the range of 410
to 415 nm.

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
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Fig. 4 Worksheet 2 of 9 for
calculation of uncertainty in
Excel file

Fig. 5 Worksheet 3 of 9 for
calculation of uncertainty in
Excel file

The spectrophotometer to be used should be a doublebeam spectrophotometer, and a scanning procedure may
be employed to determine the proper measuring of wavelength, scanning of the spectrum is done between 400 and

415 nm using a 200 µg NO2 standard solution in the sample cell. When a peak is obtained, within this range, the
wavelength at which this peak occurs shall be the optimum
wavelength for the measurement of absorbance of both the
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Fig. 6 Worksheet 4 of 9 for
calculation of uncertainty in
Excel file

Results are given by the following formulae:
standards and the sample. The calibration curve is then obtained using a series of five standard solutions in 50 ml
mass of NOx in sample (mg)
volumetric flasks, prepared from a working standard solu3
(1)
tion of potassium nitrate (1 ml = 100 µg NO2 ). Each flask [NOx ](mg/Nm ) = sampled volume (Nm3 )
contains 25 ml of absorbing solution, 10 ml of water and
its pH was adjusted with sodium hydroxide.
Both to the standards and the sample, 2 ml of phenold3
isulfonic acid solution are added, and the absorbance at the Sampled volume (Nm )
optimum wavelength is measured in the spectrophotome0.3592 × (Vf − Vabs ) ((Pf /Tf ) − (Pi /Ti ))
(2)
=
ter. The concentration of the species in the diluted sample is
1000
calculated through the calibration curve and the concentration in the collected sample is finally calculated considering where Vabs : volume of absorbing solution used (ml), Vf :
the performed dilutions.
volume of the sampling flask (ml), Pi : initial pressure in
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Fig. 7 Worksheet 5 of 9 for
calculation of uncertainty in
Excel file

the flask before sampling (mm Hg), Pf : final pressure in
the flask after collection of the sample (mm Hg), Ti : initial
temperature in the flask before sampling (K), and Tf : final
temperature in the flask after collection of the sample (K).
N, associated with m3 , means standard volume calculated
at P = 760 mm Hg and T = 273.15 K.
The results are expressed in mg/Nm3 and at least one extra
significant figure beyond that of the acquired data should
be used. The significant figures are rounded off after final
calculations [10].
Identification of uncertainty sources
From the description presented in Section “Description of
the sampling and analytical method,” it is now possible to
identify the major uncertainty sources related with both the
sampling and analysis procedures. In fact, this identification was done by considering the variables present in the
calculation formulae, that is, Eqs. (1) and (2).
Sampling
Relevant factors are the following: the collection flask volume, the temperature of the collection flask, the pressure
of the collection flask, and the volume of the absorbing
solution. Other factors such as the created vacuum in the
pump and the dimensions of the glassware are not relevant
for the uncertainty estimation, as they are not considered
in the calculations [11].
Analysis
Relevant factors are the following: the volume of volumetric pipette and flasks used for dilution, the concentration

Fig. 8 Worksheet 6 of 9 for calculation of uncertainty in Excel file

of the standard solution of potassium nitrate and the calibration curve of the spectrophotometer. Other factors such
as the operating wavelength of the spectrophotometer are
not relevant for the uncertainty estimation, as they are not
considered in the calculations [11].
Quantification of partial uncertainties
After the identification of uncertainty sources has been
made, each associated uncertainty must be quantified so
that a combined uncertainty can be obtained, based on the
basic formulae for expression of results [11]. Considering
the identified sources, it should be noted that some of them
are associated with the use of measuring equipment that
undergoes an external calibration. Those are the temperature gauge and the pressure gauge. External calibration
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Fig. 9 Worksheet 7 of 9 for calculation of uncertainty in Excel file

is done at metrological laboratories and each calibration
has an uncertainty already expressed in each calibration
certificate.
Regarding the volumetric glassware used for dilutions,
each item is comprised within a tolerance class, with a characteristic uncertainty associated, presented in the manufacturers specification. In fact, this procedure is approximated
and the uncertainity associated with volumetric glassware
could be estimated more accurately by performing repeatability tests [8]. However, if routine checks are made for
the volumetric glassware used in the laboratory, as in this
particular situation, the associated errors are limited and
fairly acceptable for this estimate [11].
The calibration curve is determined by plotting absorbance measurements against its corresponding concentration. The analytical expression of this curve is obtained currently by linear regression using the least squares
method and a statistical treatment that also estimates the
correlation coefficient and the confidence interval, thus providing the corresponding uncertainty, as shown in Fig. 3,
which is the printout of the first spreadsheet of an Excel
file developed for this purpose.
From the identified sources only two other are now missing and can be easily estimated by performing repeatibility
measurements: the volume of the collecting flask and the
concentration of the standard solution of potassium nitrate.
After all these individual uncertainties are estimated, the
combined uncertainty can be estimated using the usual expressions [9] as follows:
(a) when the analytical expression is: Z = X + Y, uncertainty Uc is given by:

Uc = (Ux / X )2 + (U y /Y )2
(3)
(b) when the analytical expression is: Z = XY, uncertainty
Uc is given by:
Uc 
= (Ux / X )2 + (U y /Y )2
(4)
Z

Fig. 10 Worksheet 8 of 9 for calculation of uncertainty in Excel file

Fig. 11 Worksheet 9 of 9 for calculation of uncertainty in Excel file

(c) when repetitive measurements are made, uncertainty
Uc is given by:
σ
Uc = √
n

(5)

Where σ is the standard deviation of the measurements
and n the number of measurements.
Considering all these contributions, the combined uncertainty can be estimated as well as the expanded uncertainty
for a given tolerance interval.
Figures 4–11 present the other calculation worksheets of
the developed Excel file, which considers a real numerical
example.
Worksheets 6 (Fig. 8) and 9 (Fig. 11) sum up the
combined uncertainities for each operation described
previously as well as the uncertainty of the final
result.
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Conclusions
The methodology presented herewith is considered effective for estimating the uncertainty associated with the measurement of nitrogen oxides concentration in gaseous effluents by using the manual US EPA Method 7. The calculation procedure was implemented into an excel calculation file. Using this file and considering several numerical applications from real situations, uncertainities
around 15 mg/Nm3 over determined concentrations of
350 mg/Nm3 of NOx (expressed as NO2 ) were obtained.

It should be noted that each time a different determination
takes place, involving the use of different measuring equipment and/or any alteration of equipment such as volumetric
glassware, uncertainty should be recalculated again following this methodology [11]. Therefore, it is recommended to
have the sequence of calculations inserted in a worksheet
(such as the one presented here) so that the individual uncertainty contributions can be inserted and, thus, obtain the
proper combined uncertainty for the actual determination.
This practice is now being adopted by accredited European
laboratories involved in emission measurements [5].
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